RACING INCIDENTS IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

2nd Race The Spotlight Plate

Cl-T, Terms

1200 Mts.

0

ASHWA JAGIRA
D18-19 - 304⁄19306 was extremely fractious inside the stalls andhurt himself and was in shock and was
wobbling, as such, was withdrawn before coming under starters order. D19-20 - 311⁄20(162) jumped out awkwardly at the start and Jockey was
questioned with regard to his riding in the final stages of the race wherein he was observed to have eased up his mount before passing the post.
D19-20 - 141⁄20(149) shifted out under the use of the whip in the straight. 182⁄201874 met interference at the start.

VAZRA

D19-20 - 62⁄2017311 Jockeyhas been asked to continue riding his mount till past the Post. D20-21 64⁄2169 met interference near 800 meters and clipped the heels of TREASURE and stumbled approaching 600 meters.

MISS ARTS
7

NICHE POM
rd Race The April Plate
BIG HIT

D19-20 - 2412⁄191310 was withdrawn on compassionate grounds.

ASHWA MAITHLI

D20-21 - 232⁄21418 Jockey reported loss of whip near 150 meters.

3

Cl-III, 40-66, (Lower Class Eligible)

1200 Mts.

112⁄201764

D19-20 jumped out awkwardly and drifted outwards and in trying to control the gelding, it
lost ground. and Jockey was observed to have ridden his mount feebly in the concluding stages of the race, the gelding was lame by its
right-fore leg. D20-21 - 32⁄21163 received check Near 800 metres.

Cl20-21 - 112⁄20110 got loose and bolted riderless, completing the course. As such permitted to be was
withdrawn before coming under Starters orders. 62⁄21960 was very fractious in its stall and repeatedly lashed out at the rear gates after
being stalled, in the process sustaining a cut injury on its right hind. Under the circumstances the mare was withdrawn.

DIL MANGEY MORE

D20-21 - 52⁄21215 Jockey has been cautioned for failing to continue making an effort till past the Winning
was found to be lame by its right-fore leg.

MISS ZACHARY
Post.

183⁄21(50)

OSCAR NOMINATED

D19-20 - 112⁄201776 was slowly away.

RAXION

D20-21 - 162⁄213410 was tightened and lost position Soon after the start.

SPECIAL FIGHTER

D19-20 - 141⁄20(147) met interference approaching 400 meters.

NICHE STORM

D19-20 - 711⁄19762 met interference and was steadied soon after the start.

D19-20 - 182⁄2018814 App has been cautioned for travelling wide while negotiating the bend and in the
straight. D20-21 - 43⁄2146 was ridden in check for some distance in the final 100 meters.

ZELBET

7

D19-20 - 33⁄2019611 was slowly away and and Jockey reprimanded for travelling wide and for his feeble riding
effort during the race. D20-21 - 32⁄21157 reared up a few times as the Gates opened and lost many lengths. 162⁄21(32) Jockey was cautioned for
shifting IN at 100 meters. 303⁄21668 met interference soon after the start. 64⁄21689 jumped out awkwardly and was slowly away at the start.

ASHWA SABIRA

D20-21 - 303⁄21669 Jockey has been fined and severely reprimanded for failing to persevere sufficiently

MIDLEXESS
with his mount in the straight.

MISS COLOMBIANA
D19-20 - 141⁄201478 Jockeys asked to continue riding his mount till past the post.
th Race The Act In Time Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 20-46, (Lower Class Eligible)
1200 Mts.
7
MR SINGH
D20-21 - 233⁄2159 Jockey has been cautioned for allowing his mount to shift outwards under the use of

4

the whip in the final 200 metres. 64⁄21686 was inconvenienced and steadied twice between 600 and 500 metres while racing on the inside
of MASTER CAUSEWAY.
D19-20 - 112⁄201745 App reported that his mount ran unsettled during the race. D20-21 - 233⁄21(56)
Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit.

HARLEY

ASHWA ROZARA

D20-21 - 162⁄21312 put in an upward stride and was unbalanced at the start.

MASTER TORNADO

D20-21 - 23 3⁄21 593 Jockey reported that he lost his left stirrup iron at the start which he regained shortly afterwards.

D20-21 - 43⁄21443 was inconvenienced Passing 800 metres. 183⁄21512 Jockey was fined for the use of
whip in excess (2nd offence) of the prescribed limit.

VICTORIOUS KING

D19-20 - 3012⁄19(134) jumped out awkwardly inward at the start. and was found to have a minor injury
in mouth, with no racing significance. 71⁄201440 was found to be lame by her right hind leg and was certified unfit to race and the filly was
withdrawn. 311⁄201644 did not get a clear run and was ridden in check in the final 100 metres. 252⁄201925 lugged-in in the straight.

ASHWA SAMIRA

D20-21 - 92⁄21307 jumped out awkwardly and was slow. 303⁄21636 Apprentice suspend for not following
instructions thereby riding an Incompetent race.

UDAAN

D20-21 - 162⁄21313 Jockey has been cautioned for failing to exhibit vigour on his mount in the straight.
303⁄2163 Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

MASTER BECKET
3

D19-20 - 3110⁄19663 Jockey has been reprimanded for not sufficiently persevering with his mount during
the race. 811⁄1983 Jockey reported loss of whip passing 200 meters. 1012⁄1911410 met interference between 900 metres and 800 metres.
182⁄201840 was extremely fractious inside its Stall, as such, was withdrawn before coming under Starters order.

FOREVER YOURS
2

D19-20 - 1712⁄191263 Jockey suspend for unsatisfactory riding on his mount. 62⁄201713 met interference
passing 1200mts. D20-21 - 92⁄21302 Jockey has been cautioned for keeping an erratic course in the straight under the use of the whip.
43⁄21436 was checked soon after the start & was inconvenienced Near 1000 metres and Jockey has been cautioned for not alerting his
mount earlier and being vigorous on his mount.

PROMISE OF LOVE

5th Race The Act In Time Plate Div - II
PONTY ROSSA

D20-21 -

Cl-IV, 20-46, (Lower Class Eligible)
162⁄21315

planted and lost many lengths at the start.

232⁄21428

1200 Mts.

was slowly away.

D19-20 Jockey reported that his mount changed its legs during the race. D20-21 - 43⁄21434
was inclined to lug in during the race and soon after the start & App reported that his rein got entangled with his whip between 300 and 200
meters, had a minor injury in her mouth which was of no racing significance and had normal dentition. 233⁄21604 met interference and
hesitated at the start and was slowly away at the start.

BUMBLEBEE

SUPERSTAR SUPREME

112⁄201743

D20-21 - 232⁄21400 was withdrawn before coming under Starters order as the gelding was extremely

fractious inside its Stall.
D19-20 - 3012⁄191346 Jockey reported that his left leg brushed the Gate as the filly jumped awkwardly
whereby his left leg came out of the stirrup which he could not regain through-out the race. 112⁄20(174) lugged out in the straight, the filly
was inclined to lean outwards through-out the race.

MISS ENABLE

D19-20 - 252⁄201894 was inclined to lug-in in the middle stages of the race. and Jockey reported that his
whip was entangled with the reins in the last 100 metres. 33⁄201953 met interference passing 900 mts. D20-21 - 52⁄21(23) was eased off the
heels of ASHWA SHWETA soon thereafter. 233⁄21603 took an awkward jump at the start.

MASTER STEPPER

Pn19 - 1210⁄191303 Jockey was observed to have lost contact with his reins as the same had slipped
however he regained the same soon thereafter passing the 200 metres & Jockey reported that his mount hung out from 500 metres onwards
and thereafter was running green. M19-20 - 812⁄192913 veered out under the use of whip. 12⁄201169 met interference passing the 400 metres
D20-21 - 233⁄21550 was found to have painful swelling on the Left Fore leg, as such, was unfit to race and was withdrawn on Veterinary
grounds.

ASHWA CHINTZ

D19-20 - 62⁄201676 met interference and was steadied off the heels of LODGE KEEPER approaching
300 metres. and ran erratically in the straight and was steadied and ridden in check due to lack of room while racing behind KEEP THE
CHANGE in the final 100 metres. 252⁄201928 met interference and lost position approaching 500 metres. D20-21 - 32⁄21(17) App has been
cautioned for shifting-in near 850 meters.

ASHWA HAITHER

AMAZING JET

D20-21 - 233⁄21607 met interference and was steadied Approaching 1000 metres.

D19-20 - 2111⁄19(96) jumped awkwardly inwards at the start. 182⁄201855 was steadied due to tightening
of the field near 200 metres. and dropped out and he felt that his mount may have choked in the straight. D20-21 - 191⁄2160 had travelled
quite some distance, with the consent of Trainer was withdrawn.

FRANCO

TWINSPIRE
M20-21 - 2712⁄20568 met interference at the start. D20-21 - 64⁄217012 slowly away at the start.
th Race The Perceived Value Plate Div - I
Cl-V, 1-26
1100 Mts.
6
0
2
2
BIG GIRL
D19-20 - 6 ⁄20172 met interference passing 900 metres. 11 ⁄20180 was found to be lame by its

6

right-fore leg and was certified unfit to race and the filly was withdrawn on veterinary grounds. D20-21 - 303⁄21613 had to be checked near
900 metres and met interference entering the straight.
D18-19 - 81⁄191298 was slowly away at the start. D20-21 - 303⁄21616 met interference near 900 metres
and Jockey has been reprimanded for travelling wide while entering the straight

AL MAISHA

D19-20 - 252⁄201946 slowly away and Jockey was observed to be feeble in his riding effort, as such, the
Jockey has been cautioned. 33⁄201973 was slowly away and lost about three lengths. D20-21 - 52⁄21243 met interference near 100 meters
marker. 162⁄21352 jumped out awkwardly inwards at the start & met interference in the final stages of the race. 183⁄21540 was found to be
lame by its Right-Fore leg, as such, was withdrawn on Veterinary grounds. 64⁄21735 was slowly away.

PRINCESS ELENA

D20-21 - 32⁄21134 met interference Near 400 meters. 162⁄21336 was tightened for room and slowed down
and shifted in & received severe interference Approaching 800 meters. 232⁄21386 Jockey was not ridden his amount to complete advantage
during the race. 64⁄21726 met interference soon after the start.

BOLI

M19-20 - 161⁄20926 jumped out slow losing about 2 lengths at the start. 162⁄201473 Jockey reported that
his mount was erratic in the straight. M20-21 - 2512⁄20469 had lost its right fore shoe. 241⁄211036 met interference at the start.

CURFEW

D20-21 - 92⁄21273 met interference at the start. 232⁄21405 jumped out awkwardly at the start & App
reported that he lost his left stirrup due to the interference at the start and met interference negotiating the bend. 233⁄21583 met interference
at the start.

MISS BLUE FAIRY

D19-20 - 1810⁄19542 Jockey has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his
had sustained an injury on its head while being saddled, as such, the mare was certified unfit to race. 252⁄2019312 was
mount.
tightened for room and steadied at the start. D20-21 - 183⁄21490 was withdrawn before coming under the Starters orders as the mare was
extremely fractious inside her stall. 233⁄21587 met interference and was steadied Travelling some distance and Jockey has been
reprimanded for easing up his mount prematurely in the final 100 metres. 64⁄21720 was withdrawn before coming under Starters order as
the mare was extremely fractious before loading at the start.

NOOR

811⁄19780

D19-20 - 2412⁄191327 was slowly away and lost about two lengths & Jockey reported that his mount was
restless in her Stall and was being held and the mares hood on her left ear came off and fell at the time of the start. D20-21 - 232⁄21382
Jockey has been cautioned for shifting in before the Red Marker and in the process inconveniencing the field on his inside.

AMAZING MOONLIGHT

D19-20 - 182⁄201825 met interference near 1100 meters. D20-21 - 183⁄21540 was found to be lame by
its Left-Fore leg, as such, was withdrawn on Veterinary grounds.

CASH IN HAND

7th Race The Perceived Value Plate Div - II

Cl-V, 1-26

1100 Mts.

D19-20 - 62⁄201732 lugged out in the straight. 112⁄2017910 saddle slipped during the race. D20-21
8
- 64⁄2171 stumbled whereby the Jockey was unbalanced momentarily.

MISS GLORIOUS

SPARKLING THEA

D20-21 - 32⁄21(18) Jocket has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount.

D20-21 - 221⁄2182 lugged out briefly in the straight. 162⁄21363 jumped out awkwardly inwards at the start.
183⁄2154 was withdrawn before coming under Starters orders as the gelding was extremely fractious while being loaded. 303⁄21(65) lugged
out while negotiating the bend and then drifted outwards and finished racing along the outer rails.

NOBLE STORM
0

D18-19 - 262⁄191684 Jockey has been cautioned for losing his position while negotiating the bend.
204⁄19277 was observed to have broken a blood vessel. D19-20 - 39⁄19(7) lugged in during the race and as the Jockey tried to gain control
of his mount, the bridle shifted slightly. 179⁄19246 was tightened due to a tightly pack field soon after the start. 2412⁄191307 was received
checked Near 1100 metres. 62⁄2017310 was observed to have broken a blood vessel.

SEPAL

3

D19-20 - 2611⁄191057 Jockey has been fined for failing to sufficiently persevere with his mount in the
straight. D20-21 - 64⁄21724 met interference soon after the start.

SUN LIGHT

MY NAME IS NOBODY

D19-20 - 62⁄2016712 took a fly jump out and lost about two lengths. D20-21 - 221⁄21106 met interference

soon after the start.
D20-21 - 52⁄21246 lugged-out near 200 metres and again near 100 meters marker. 232⁄21383 met
interference Approaching 900 meters. 183⁄21493 met interference and was steadied Passing 900 metres. 64⁄21722 lugged-in in the straight.

GOLDEN GUINEA
CRESSIDA

D19-20 - 710⁄19396 was tightened at the start.

JET

D20-21 - 32⁄21173 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to drift outwards throughout the race.

LOOKS SENSATIONAL
311⁄201669

D19-20 - 2412⁄191329 met interference at the start & was observed to have broken a blood vessel.

slowly away.

BOLD CHETAK

D20-21 - 162⁄21366 lost ground and met interference at the start.

D19-20 - 311⁄201652 began awkwardly at the start. 62⁄201703 App has been cautioned for improper use
whip, wherein, he had allowed his mount to shift-in under the use of whip near 200 meters. D20-21 - 43⁄21457 was slowly away and lost
about two lengths & The saddle was observed to have slipped forward during the race.

ASHWA JAWALA

SURIAYA

D19-20 - 112⁄2018010 received checked and in doing so lost position near 800 metres.

